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Las Vegas Magician Group to Perform in Eau Claire
 By Natalie Saeger

A white rabbit pulled out from a top hat, Miss Cleo reading Tarot cards and a tennis ball juggler will not be  
present at The Optical Delusions show. But three men who deliver comedic magic, dangerous juggling acts and 
mind readings through human behavior will be. 

Starting at 8 p.m. tonight at the Little Grand Theatre, 102 W. Grand Ave., magician Ben Seidman, juggler Marcus 
Monroe and mind reader Luke Jermay will be performing their trio variety show. 

“We want to present a show based on personality and have a connection between us and the audience,”  
 Seidman said. 

Jermay added that another part of their goal is to deliver a performance stemming from classic elements. 

Seidman and Monroe, Wisconsin natives, performed together before creating the Optical Delusions. Jermay  
and Seidman also performed together when in Las Vegas. 

The trio has been performing for three months since beginning their tour in Las Vegas.

“We’re different from most magic acts because we aren’t just magic,” Seidman said. “We’re different by having  
 three different types of routines.”

~

Seidman, a former UW-Eau Claire comprehensive theater major, will be returning to Eau Claire after becoming a 
local magician in Las Vegas. Since he was 10 years old, Seidman has been doing magic, but it wasn’t until he was 
18 that he became seriously involved.

He said a lot of what he does is more of a stand-up show and wants to get adults compelled and interactive  
in the show.

“Everything I do is based off of the sleight-of-hand and what the audience thinks,” Seidman said. “With the  
magicians on TV, they can never sense the same feelings or wonder who is watching them on TV.” 

The comedy aspect Seidman brings into his performance is driven by personality and the situations that occur. 

Monroe also uses comedy in his show, but instead of magic focuses on juggling. Magic was Monroe’s primary  
interest at first, but when he was nine years old, he received a juggling book and learned how to juggle with his 
dad. He fell in love with it. Monroe has been juggling for 14 years now and said he can do a lot of different  
juggling acts.
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“My juggling routines are really original, and if the audience have seen someone juggle knives before, they won’t  
 believe what I can do until they see it,” he said. 

Among being able to juggle knives, Monroe can also juggle clubs, flaming torches and chainsaws on a 12-foot 
unicycle.

When Jermay hits the stage and reads minds, he doesn’t use Tarot cards or crystal balls. Like his fellow  
performers, he uses the audience.

“What I do involves human interaction and behavior,” Jermay said. “I don’t believe in the psychic readings and  
 speaking to the dead or tarot cards.”

Jermay said the idea is to present what they do in front of others as how they would want a show to be  
presented to them. 


